
Conflict of Interest at Fox
News: Murdoch and Ailes for
Open Borders
This explains a lot. Julia Hahn writes in reported in 2013:

Murdoch, Australian born and a naturalized U.S. citizen,
has become an outspoken advocate for immigration reform
and  mass  legalization  of  the  country’s  undocumented
immigrants, partnering with New York City Mayor Michael
Bloomberg in this cause. Whether Murdoch’s personal views
will percolate through his network, or at least temper
criticism on the airwaves of those who don’t share it,
remains to be seen.

In  2013,  during  the  Rubio-Schumer  Gang  of  Eight  push,
Mickey Kaus similarly  Fox News poll reveals that Americans
by a 2-to-1 margin want to see visa issuances reduced) —
implemented  an  “immigration  tamp-down,”  blocking  out
coverage of key immigration fights in Washington D.C.

Kaus analyzed “a list of the lead story each day on Megyn
Kelly’s ‘Kelly File’ show from January 14 (the day the
House sent the Senate a DHS bill with a ‘rider’ blocking
Obama’s amnesty) until March 3, the day the House finally
caved and passed a ‘clean’ DHS bill,” and he ultimately
found that immigration was not the lead story once. [See
list best-selling author Ann Coulter has criticized the
media’s fixation on ISIS to the exclusion of immigration,
considering that the only way that ISIS terrorists will be
able  to  personally  carry  out  attacks  against  American
citizens on American soil is if our immigration system
allows them into the country.

The way media bias on immigration often manifests itself is
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not simply in what media outlets and anchors do cover (i.e.
focusing on the needs of illegal immigrants rather than
Americans), but what the don’t cover.

As any casual viewer of Fox News would observe, one sees
scant  to  any  coverage  at  all  on  the  record-setting,
foreign-born  population  inside  the  United  States;  nor
coverage of census findings that immigration is about to
surpass all historical records; nor stories on the total
number of immigrants allowed into the country each year and
the strain this number puts on education, the economy, the
welfare states and the profound changes to U.S. culture.
By not covering these issues in any real depth, it helps
clear  the  way  for  the  enactment  of  the  Murdoch-backed
immigration agenda — bringing in the New American Century
hoped for by Rupert Murdoch, Marco Rubio, and Barack Obama.


